Gowaskie also explained that the Levine Lecture is held each fall in honor of Dr. Emanuel Levine. The lecture series is held every year and each year a new speaker is invited to attend. This past fall Rider University welcomed Mr. Ian Burrow from Hunter Research. Burrow’s speech was entitled “What Does the Public Get From Public Archaeology?: New Jersey as a Case Study.”

Harriet Levine donated books from Emanuel Levine’s library to go along with the artifacts that surround the room.

“I think it’s lovely she [Harriet Levine] donated most of his [Emanuel Levine] library,” said Professor Anne Osbourne of the history department. “It’s good for resources and references.”

The lecture hall also contains ancient writing and writing tools. Located in the cases are cuneiform letters with envelopes, a pictograph tablet and a tablet of cuneiform script.

If by chance the idea of ancient artifacts that date back before the B.C. era fascinates the mind find time to stop in and see the great works first hand.

How smart are you? Take the test

Compiled by Laura Sass
Executive Editor

Have you ever wondered how intelligent you really are? Try these puzzles, courtesy of MENSA, and find out.

1. Make two common eight-letter words from the word ISSNTDE.
2. On one of those islands that exist only in puzzle books, a traveler met a stranger who was bragging about how many horses he had. The stranger was willing to make a large bet that the traveler could not tell how many. The traveler took him up on it and the horse owner said “If one fourth, one fifth and one sixth of the total number of horses were added together there would be a total of 37.” How many horses are there?
3. Give two eight letter words—one beginning with S, the other beginning with T—that could mean “shone brightly” or “glittered.”
4. Five kids entered a contest to guess how many marbles were in a bowl. Alice guessed 45, Betty guessed 39, Chuck guessed 49, Dan guessed 50 and Ed guessed 47. One was off by six, one by five, one by two and one by four. One guessed right. How many were there?
5. The following 13 letters can be anagrammed into a three-word phrase meaning that “the action was pitiful.” SYFOWWHFNCGRDM
6. What is the number that is two more than one-tenth of one-tenth of one-tenth of 3000?
7. What three words, formed from different arrangements of the same five letters, will complete the sentence below?
   In one famous fairy tale, the wicked stepmother ______ her lovely stepdaughter and _______ all plans to get rid of her. She behaves like a _______.
8. Watching the finish of the race, Bob observed that there were two runners in front of a runner, two runners behind a runner, and a runner between two runners. What’s the minimum number of runners in the race? Three, four or five?
9. and 10: What phrase does the image convey?
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